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“Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet.” Isaiah 58:1

A REVOLUTION
AND AN EXPOSÉ

Editorial
Do you still believe the last two years have been all about
health? Do you still believe in compliance to the government’s
medical mandates? Do you still not see that governments
worldwide are breaking the laws and abrogating our
Constitutional and human rights? Do you know nothing of the
Nuremberg Code or of our right to bodily autonomy? Do you
still blindly trust in mainstream media, “medical experts,” and
politicians with their draconian mandates?
If you do, it is likely safe for me to conclude that you
are a victim of the devastating effects of mainstream media
propaganda. May God expose and break the power of their lies.
This world is so swiftly changing that breaking news
is becoming common news. There is tremendous agitation
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in the spiritual realm. The heavens and the earth are being
shaken. Confused and fearful, many are seeking for a refuge, for
something solid to stand on.
Where does one run when all the systems of men are failing
before their eyes? Who do they turn to? Who can they lean on?
There is a silver lining in all of these unprecedented troubles.
The shaking is moving the godless to forsake their own ways and
is detaching others from their enslavement to materialistic and
selfish lifestyles. Mercy’s arms are reaching down from heaven,
nudging and prodding honest souls to the True Shepherd and to
His true sheepfold. Let the religions of man fall, IT IS TIME TO
FIND GOD!
The living church of God is alive and well in this end of time,
replete with holy, divinely-called and divinely-gifted apostles
and prophets. Upon her, Satan is unleashing his fury. But God is
ever in the midst of His true church, therefore: “No weapon that
is formed against thee shall prosper; and every tongue that shall
rise against thee in judgment thou shalt condemn”! Isaiah 54:17.
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Historical Parallel
		

Amsterdam 1941			

In the preceding years, all Dutch citizens have to complete forms based on their Aryan or Jewish status, all
Jewish businesses are forced to register, and Jews are
removed from civil service. "This insidious process,
gradually and methodically implemented, of identifying and separating Jews from everyone else, relegated
them to pariah status in their own country." 1
As tensions mount, a German Jew and refugee, Erich
Cahn, mistakes German police for Dutch Nazis and
sprays ammonium gas at them. The German retaliation
is swift. Cahn is arrested, tortured, and shot. Additionally, 425 Jews are brutally rounded up from Amsterdam's
streets and deported. This causes a swift reaction from
the populace.
On February 25, tram drivers and sanitation crews, inspired by leaflets dispersed by the Communist Party,
begin the strike that became known as the Februaristaking. The strike quickly grows and soon 300,000 people stand in solidarity with the Jewish population. Factories, offices, restaurants, and shops close. Workers on
bicycles ring doorbells and halt traffic in streets, asking
people to join the strike. The impressive coordinated action shuts down Amsterdam and catches the Germans
completely off guard.
The February 1941 General Strike is a rare instant where
non-Jews collectively risk everything for their Jewish
neighbours.
The strike in Amsterdam inspires other strikes in the
country.
On the second day of the strike, a large police force is
mobilized. A state of emergency is declared and the
strikers’ resistance is broken with brute force.

1] https://nationalww2museum.
org/war/articles/
amsterdamgeneral-strikefebruary-1941

Ottawa 2022
Through a gradual process spanning a couple of years,
the unvaccinated are segregated and robbed of their
freedoms. Workers are forced to disclose their vaccination status, unvaccinated are fired from their jobs, not
given access to visit loved ones in care homes or hospitals, and rejected at restaurants. Even domestic air
travel is forbidden to the unvaccinated, while the borders are closed to them, making them prisoners in their
own country.
Tensions rise as more and more mandates force thousands to get vaccinated in order to keep their employment and support their families. In January 2022, the
government, contrary to science and reason, bans all
unvaccinated truckers from crossing the border.
A nation-wide reaction ensues. The populace is weary
of the endless mandates that are robbing Canadian citizens of their freedoms and causing the ostracizing of
the unvaccinated.
On January 28, truck drivers from across the nation converge in Ottawa in an effort to make their voices heard.
The truckers are cheered on by multitudes as they make
their way to Ottawa. Thousands join the protest. Other
protests are coordinated across the country.
Among the protesters are many vaccinated, who join
their neighbours in a sincere show of solidarity. Despite
all the government's efforts to spurn the unvaccinated,
the vaccinated and unvaccinated join hands, take part
in public prayers on the streets, and shout together for
freedom.
The government is taken by complete surprise, and almost a month goes by before the government decides
on a course of
action. A state
of emergency
is invoked and
the
protesters’ resistance
is broken with
brute force.
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The fully vaccinated accounted for 9 in every 10
Covid-19 deaths over the past month
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The UK Health Security Agency confirms deaths are rising dramatically
among the triple-vaccinated population whilst declining steadily among the
non-vaccinated population in England.
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The most recent figures show the fully vaccinated accounted for 9 in every 10
Covid-19 deaths over the past month and the triple vaccinated accounted for
4 in every 5 of them.
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The New Birth–a Radical Conversion John 3:3-7
Freedom from Sin/A Holy Life
1 Jn. 5:18, Lk. 1:73-75, Tit. 2:11-12
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1 Thess. 5:23, Act 15:8-9
Unity of God’s People/One Church
John 17:21, Matt. 16:18
Divine Healing James 5:14-15, Isa. 53:5
Ordinances
Mt. 28:19-20, Jn. 13:14-15, 1 Cor. 11:23-26
Plain, Modest Dress
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Rev. 10:7; 11:15
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https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/01/russia-distraction-uk-gov-revealed-triplevaccinated-account-9-in-10-covid-deaths/

British children are up to 52 times more likely to die
following a COVID shot

This definite, radical, anti-sectarian holiness paper is published in the name of the Lord for the
edification of the church of God. Its mission is to
point souls to full salvation through Christ and to
expose the errors of spiritual Babylon (false religion). We desire this paper to be used as a sharp
instrument in the hands of the Lord, breaking the
spiritual silence in this time of restoration.
This publishing work is supported through freewill offerings. Biblical quotes are from the King
James Version unless otherwise noted. We reserve
the right to edit or decline any material and are not
responsible for the return of any items. Articles
printed in this publication are used on the merit
of the truth contained therein and should not necessarily be understood as a commendation of the
writer. The Gospel Trumpet Publishing Co. and its
subsidiaries are operated under the authority of
the General Ministerial Body of the Church of God.

(LifeSiteNews) – Britain’s Office for National Statistics (ONS) has released
data indicating that children who received the COVID-19 jabs have suffered a
death rate 52 times greater than that of their unjabbed counterparts.
The data show a stark increase in deaths among children both single and
double-jabbed compared to their unjabbed counterparts. For children aged
15–19, the risk of death increases by almost double if they take the first shot
and by over three times if they take the second.
https://lifesitenews.com/news/children-in-britain-up-to-52-times-more-likely-to-die-following-a-covid-shot-report-finds/

Age-standardised mortality rates by Vaccination Status
AGE 10-14 DEATHS occurring between 1 January 2021 & 31 October 2021
Source: Office for National Statistics, Deaths by vaccination status Dataset, England
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Media
Manipulation
And How to Escape It
SIS. EDEL NEUFELD

IT IS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO EVADE.
Information, opinions, and narratives are
incessantly streaming into our consciousness through the media. With an almost
endless list of avenues at its disposal, the
media disseminates information to the
public. The arrival of the smart phone
has only made this dissemination all the
more convenient, endless, and inescapable. Newspapers, magazines, books, radio, television, talk shows, news outlets,
movies, music, video games, advertisements–every media source is ever-present
at our fingertips.
The general population is largely unaware of how this constant bombardment
by the media is influencing their minds.
Many choices–from fashion preferences
to how the populace votes in a presidential election–are directly prompted by the
media. Nevertheless, because this inducement is done with such subtlety, the public remains oblivious to the media’s power and believes they are making objective
choices based on their well-informed
knowledge.
It matters little that a large portion
of the population around the world distrusts the news media.
According to a 2021 study examining
forty countries and their perspective on
the media, only 29% of Americans said
they trust their news forums.1 But when
one understands the powerful system
of the media, it is easy to see that such

numbers instill no fear in the owners of
the media companies. Their influence is
hardly diminished by the mistrust of the
populace. Essentially, every avenue of
information to the public is controlled,
making their influence virtually inescapable. Whether the public trusts the news
or not, the people are easily kept under
the influence of the media’s narrative
through a myriad of other avenues.
Many are unaware that almost all
sources of information to the public are
controlled by only six monolithic media
conglomerates. That means nearly everything we read, listen to, and watch is controlled by a mere handful of rich elites!
By spreading their influence out into a
vast number of subsidiary companies,
these media gurus give the populace the
impression of being able to impartially
choose their source of information, but it
is only a crafty illusion of choice.
This consolidation of the media
sources enables the media elites to eas-

Let someone challenge their
ultimate agenda and see the
beastly power rise to crush
any dissenting voice.
ily push a certain narrative to the public. Speaking of the information given to
us about slavery in America in his book,
Hustlin’ Backward, Stephen Hargrave
states, “This unreliable and deliberately
twisted historical narrative with all of its

false ideas is now, as always, advanced
and circulated by organized media outlets
which are financed by wicked powers in
high places.” He continues, “When I say
media, I don’t just mean conservative, liberal, left, right or all in between. I mean
the structure through which information
flows and is dispersed to the public. The
purpose of these outlets is to keep back
the truth by creating, perpetuating, and
disseminating false narratives.”
The same is done with a multitude of
different subjects. The impression is given that there are many viewpoints in the
media–conservative, liberal, in-between,
etc. That is because there are certain topics that the conglomerates allow to be
discussed and debated. Or rather, they encourage their discussion. After all, certain
controversial topics cause the population
to be divided against itself. This divide
and conquer tactic provides the smokescreen that enables the elites a cover to
further their purposes undetected.
But let someone challenge their ultimate agenda and see the beastly power
rise to crush any dissenting voice. While
censorship has always been there, it has
become increasingly obvious in the last
few years. Under the name of “consumer
protection,” Google censors websites that
dissent from the mainstream narrative
and manipulates their search engine to
prioritize websites connected to Big Pharma.
THE GOSPEL TRUMPET | 5

This is no accident, as Big Pharma
and Big Media are intricately connected.2
Many other media outlets, including YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter, join in the
censorship of any information that challenges the narrative being advocated by
the elites.
When censorship becomes impossible, the media resorts to shameless smear
campaigns. Anyone who challenges the
narrative must be prepared to have all
the powers that be join in a search for any
quote, picture, or story that can be used to
disqualify his voice. It matters not if the
story must be manipulated, falsified, or
taken out of context. What matters is that
the masses connect the dissenter with
something contemptible. Hence, both
politicians and the media will waste no
time in attaching certain trigger words to
any dissident–extremist, conspiracy theorist, homophobic, cult-like, fringe minority–all in an effort to quench the opposing
voice.
Even with this cursory look at the
crafty arrangement and workings of the
media, it becomes obvious that Jim Morrison was spot-on when he said, “Whoever
controls the media, controls the mind.” It
is impossible to describe all the ways in
which the media abuses this power. But
the role of the media is the ability of the
“kings of the earth” to keep humanity
oppressed, abused, and under its sway is

To call this system
evil is a colossal
understatement.
becoming ever more apparent. To call this
system evil is a colossal understatement.
Is there any solution? Is there any
way to escape the indoctrination and
influence of this all-pervasive system?
The only method of destroying the media’s powerful influence over the masses
would be to completely eschew all its avenues of influence. This would necessitate
the populace to turn to another source
of information; a source completely de6 | THE GOSPEL TRUMPET

tached from the system of the elites. Furthermore, it would require the people to
understand the only method of attaining
accurate information and understanding.
This true understanding can only
come through a prophet. This statement
may seem novel to our minds. Nevertheless, it is on this understanding that our
only hope of escaping the sway of the media rests. You see, even true journalism
cannot provide a complete understanding
of the world’s events by itself.
Truthful journalism can provide us
with very necessary facts. But to use these
facts to reach a complete and accurate understanding of the world’s events requires
the spirit of prophecy. This is because history and the current events of the world
are inseparably tied with prophecy. As
Stephen Hargrave states in his book, “We
cannot obtain the fullness of historic accuracy without the prophetic perspective
because prophecy is history foretold, and
history is prophecy fulfilled.”
The media is quite accurately named,
for it is the medium used to dispense information to the masses.
What we must realize is that ultimately, the world’s media is a medium
that Satan uses to dispense his narrative
to the masses. The elites and media corporations are only his tools to accomplish
this goal.
The only method of escape from this
indoctrination is to turn to the medium
that God has chosen to dispense accurate understanding to the people He died
to save–this medium is the prophet. It is
only a prophet that possesses the ability
to take all the events of the past, present,
and future and give an accurate, comprehensive, and perfect portrayal of these
events.
During Babylon’s glory under Nebuchadnezzar, the narrative propagated
at the time was that Babylon was an indestructible, powerful empire which encompassed within its kingdom the wisest,
best-educated, most-talented men in the
world. To defy its power and contradict

Both politicians and the
media will waste no time
in attaching certain trigger
words to any dissident–
extremist, conspiracy
theorist, homophobic, cultlike, fringe minority–all
in an effort to quench the
opposing voice.
its wisdom seemed not only impossible
but also illogical. But Daniel, endowed
with the spirit of prophecy, was able to
look past the facts as they seemed. He saw
Babylon for the fleeting, beastly power
that it was, foresaw its fall, and was able to
boldly stand up against such a powerful
system. While he did so, he was able to encourage the people of God and give them
the correct understanding of their current
events during their captivity in Babylon.
Just so, God has not left us without a
prophet in our day. He saw our desperate
need for true prophets that could lead the
people into the accurate understanding of
our time and the events we face. A unified
body of prophets has been called forth
by God. These men and women have
been anointed with prophetic vision that
pierces through the facts as they seem,
enabling them to see the complete and accurate reality of this world and its events.
We must turn a deaf ear to the elites’
narrative, propagated by the media, that
has kept us in indescribable oppression
while they have waxed rich by the sale of
slaves and souls of men (Rev. 18:13).
It is time to look to the watchmen on
the wall and inquire of them, “What do
you see?”
1] https://www.statista.com/statistics/308468/
importance-brand-journalist-creating-trust-news/
2] https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/
blackrock-vanguard-own-big-pharma-media/
https://pharma.nridigital.com/pharma_apr21/
big_pharma_big_tech

Online Activity EVERY MINUTE of the Day
(Note: This graph appears to originate in the United Kingdom.)

You are in a storm, a constant bombardment of
messages and media. The amount of search and social
media activity every minute has been termed “content
shock,” and it is neither psychologically nor spiritually
healthy.
“People do not notice how much they depend on
mobile phones and what affects their excessive use
might bring. The studies show that there is a link between prolonged mobile phone use and serious health
damage.”
Today’s ubiquitous technology is addictive and,
as a tyrant, does not want to lose its grip on us. How

much of your day is spent on a smartphone? Are you
addicted?
Christian, does your phone time choke out your
time in prayer, meditation, or the reading of God’s
Word? This would be Satan’s hope and a sure path to
spiritual leanness. Let us not be ignorant of his devices.
God help us all!
https://www.smartinsights.com/internet-marketing-statistics/happens-online-60-seconds/
https://roboticsbiz.com/9-negative-effects-of-mobile-phones-on-ourhealth/
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Sent from
HEAVEN
SIS. KARA BRAUN

IN THE BOOK OF LUKE, we read the
rare and vivid account of an exchange
between two men who had crossed over
from this life into eternity. Lazarus, having lived righteously, had been carried
by angels to Paradise; while the rich man,
having neglected his soul, had after death
lifted up his eyes in hell. Experiencing the
horrors of a godless eternity, the rich man
now had to grapple not only with the reality of his own sealed fate, but also with
the consciousness that his brothers were
headed quickly toward the same ruin in
comparative oblivion. Perhaps they knew
they were in danger of punishment, but
they had no idea of the magnitude of torment the rich man was now facing. They
must be warned, he knew, and in desperation he pleaded that Lazarus be sent to
awaken them to their need of repentance.
“Then he said, I pray thee therefore,
father, that thou wouldest send him to
my father’s house: For I have five brethren; that he may testify unto them, lest
they also come into this place of torment.
Abraham saith unto him, They have Moses and the prophets; let them hear them.
And he said, Nay, father Abraham: but if
one went unto them from the dead, they
will repent. And he said unto him, If they
hear not Moses and the prophets, nei-
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ther will they be persuaded,
though one rose from the
dead” (Luke 16:27-31).
The poignancy of the
rich man’s plea is touching.
He knew the urgency of getting the message through. He
knew that unless they heeded the
warning, his brothers were doomed to a
state of torment, the agony and endlessness of which they could not understand.
He himself had despised Lazarus in life,
yet perhaps, if Lazarus would return from
the dead, his brothers would listen. But
the response was firm: let them deal with
the messengers they have already been
sent. If they will not hear the common
messenger, they will not hear the uncommon.
That such a fateful decision as the
choice of the soul’s eternal destiny should
be entrusted to time-bound, frail humanity is a staggering thought. Man is frail in
comprehension, frail in judgment, frail
and limited in the scope of his vision and
evaluative ability. Bombarded with sensory input from a world very transient and
perishable, and preoccupied with its temporal cares, he is liable to be blinded to the
wider realities of timeless life or death.
Without a messenger from that other

freebibleimages.org

world,
he is prone
to err–prone to
misjudge. And the
cost for error is heavy.
Throughout history, God has sent
messengers to instruct mankind and
guide him into making the right decisions. Some of these messengers have
been supernatural beings, but more often,
as with Moses and the prophets, they have
come in the form of flesh and blood. God
knows humanity’s frailty and his need of
a guide, a shepherd, a prophet, a watchman, an overseer. In merciful love, He
has divinely created, called, and commissioned men of special gifting and vision to
fill the gap in humanity’s knowledge. He
has prospered or judged men and nations
according to how they have handled His
messengers.

Prophet after prophet
was sent from God to the
people with messages of
warning or exhortation.
Some heard and found
healing, salvation, and
enlightenment. Others
rebelled to their own
perdition.
Lot’s escape from Sodom depended
upon his response to God’s messengers.
Lot was a righteous man vexed with Sodom’s evil deeds. When God sent messengers to warn him of impending judgment,
he received them well and listened to
their message. Still, his mind struggled to
grasp the full import of their words. Either
slow to cut off old attachments or simply
too overcome to think clearly in the moment of crisis, Lot lingered dangerously
in the doomed city. Comprehending what
he could not, the angels took hold of his
hand and the hands of his family members, and fairly carried him to safety. He
survived by yielding them his hand.
Jacob, about to face the brother he
had cheated, and finding himself alone in
a wrestling match with God, recognized
that the success or failure of his whole
life’s course hinged at that point on the
success or failure of his interaction with
the angel. As the night wore on and the
struggle gained intensity, he was crippled
by the angel’s own hand; but finding the
courage to hold on until the angel chose
to bless him, he walked away a changed
man.
These were supernatural encounters,
but they are by far not the only recorded

instances of God’s intervening to send
help or judgment by the hand of a messenger uniquely in contact with heaven.
The country of Egypt was judged and the
nation of Israel called out of bondage by
the hand of Moses. Korah and his company were swallowed by the earth for rebelling against Moses the man. Israel suffered more than three years of no rain at
the word of Elijah but saw the windows
of heaven opened again in answer to his
prayer.
In the same way, prophet after prophet was sent from God to the people with
messages of warning or exhortation.
Some heard and found healing, salvation,
and enlightenment. Others rebelled to
their own perdition.
Scripture speaks to us of heavenly
treasure sent to us in earthen (human)
vessels (2 Cor. 4:7). How often have we
been tempted to undervalue the messengers God has sent our way on express
mission to warn us of error or to uncover
some unsuspected plot of the enemy?
How often have we been tempted to
question their message because it did not
match with our thinking? They are human. They are one of us. They may even,
as Moses, have made some mistake. They
appear, while among us, in many respects
as commoners. But they are the farthest
thing from common. And while we look
for God’s communications through special events or uncommon means, we are
in danger of missing the extreme value of
the messengers we have been sent.
We have but one life to live and but
one chance to make the choice that will
land us in eternal blessing or eternal torment. The choice is too big to make casually. May we open our hearts to the message from heaven and reach out in faith to
those heaven has sent.

The Seventh Trumpet
Angel
The brilliance of the morning
Had long since been obscured;
The evening was approaching
Yet darkness still endured.
Till rising in defiance
Unto the coming night
The world beheld an Angel
Arrayed in gospel light.
As piercing rays of sunlight
Dispersed the clouds of night
The earth began to tremble,
And men awoke in fright.
The powers of the darkness
Began to fear and quake
As rays of Truth uncovered
The lies that they create.
Since light began compelling
The darkness to recede,
And since the thrones of judgment
Have been restored indeed,
A glorious crescendo
Of brilliant gospel light
The Seventh Trumpet Angel
Has opened to our sight!
Since we have reached the golden
And glorious latter reign
Of apostolic judges
Who sever chaff from grain,
The saints again are yielding
A hundredfold display
Of heavenly abundance
As at the dawn of day.
— Bro. James Bontrager
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A REVOLUTION
AND AN EXPOSÉ
SIS. SUSAN MUTCH

REVOLUTION! After two years of serious government overreach under the
guise of a pandemic, the bruised and oppressed of Canada sounded forth with
mighty honking and put the Revolution
into DRIVE! The oppression must stop!
Leading the charge were truckers from
the west and the east, from the north and
the south. The record-breaking convoy
rolled and roared towards Ottawa, the
capital city of Canada, to demand an end
to the illegal and inhumane mandates.
Disregarding the cold winds and
snow of winter, masses of Canadians of
all ages flocked to the highways and overpasses jumping, waving, and cheering.
Hope revived for the groaning nation,
tears flowed, and hearts united as never
before–defying the government’s divisive
tools of masks and vaxes.
Igniting inspiration worldwide, other countries took to the highways in convoys of their own.
With the government being heedless to the voice of the groaning populace,
heedless even to the voice of science, the
people determined to be heard at the very
doorsteps of their parliament. Here they
protested peacefully, day after day. But the
oppressor was oblivious to the cry of the
oppressed. Not only did Prime Minister
Trudeau refuse to speak with a delegate,
he, in typical tyrant fashion, spewed forth
blatant falsehoods to demonize the lawful and peaceful protesters. Mainstream
10 | THE GOSPEL TRUMPET

media, his propaganda mouthpiece and
partner-in-crime, parroted the same.
With a grassroots challenge to the
COVID ruse knocking at his door, the
Prime Minister opted to rid them by force.
Not interested in having his nefarious
agenda disrupted, he took the unprecedented step of giving himself sweeping
powers by invoking the Federal Emergencies Act to end a peaceful and legal protest.
This move was entirely uncalled for
and never met the criterion of the Act.
Yet, exposing himself as the totalitarian
dictator that he is, Mr. Trudeau proceeded
to further rob the people of their rights
and freedoms. Government would do as
it pleased, law or no law. We know the
results–brute police force on the streets
of Ottawa against unarmed, peaceful, and
legal protestors as they shouted, “Freedom!” in the face of guns, batons, tear gas,
and riot
police.
This is
the true
account.
You will
not hear
it from
the corr u p t
halls of
mainstream

media.
Chrystia Freeland, Canada’s Deputy
Minister, was quite prompt to declare
that the Emergencies Act measures
would then be permanent! Permanent!
Forget constitutional rights, the government will do as it pleases. Freeze bank accounts without a court order, seize goods,
fine and jail you for any public gathering
not government-approved, and on down
the fascist road it goes.
Mr. Trudeau did revoke the Emergencies Act, albeit after the Freedom Convoy
had been forcefully removed. And, in
typical government fashion, some of the
measures remain permanent.
An Agenda Exposed
To understand Mr. Trudeau’s contemptible and lawless response, you must
understand where his loyalties lie. It is
painfully obvious that it is not to the Ca-

nadian public or to protect Canadian democracy or sovereignty. To the contary,
he is serving a globalist agenda, having
been trained as a “Young Global Leader”
in the school of Klaus Schwab, founder
of the World Economic Forum (WEF).
The Prime Minister of Canada is looking
to open up his country to a “great reset”–
goodbye to what is left of our freedoms,
hello fascism. These things are in open
view. Check out the WEF website and
meet some of the “Great Reset” players.
The Canadian government has been highly infiltrated. Chrystia Freeland is even on
the WEF Board of Trustees. 1
The following quote comes out of
the mouth of Klaus Schwab himself: 2
The notion to integrate young leaders
is part of the World Economic Forum
since many years. And I have to say,
when I mention names like Mrs.
Merkel, even Vladimir Putin, and so
on, they all have been Young Global
Leaders of the World Economic Forum.
But what we are very proud of now, the
young generation like Prime Minister
Trudeau, President of Argentina, and
so on, that we penetrate the cabinets.
So, yesterday, I was at a reception
for Prime Minister Trudeau, and
I know that half of his cabinet or
even more than half of his cabinet
are actually Young Global Leaders
of the World Economic Forum.

Klaus Schwab, with his WEF club
and Davos elites, have an agenda; a global
New World Order (NWO) agenda, a.k.a.
“The Great Reset.” I know this reads like a
conspiracy theory, and would that it was
but a fanciful theory, but it is a truth that
is no longer hidden. Do your research.
It is my prayer that the thinking
populace saw the snake that stuck out its
head in Ottawa during the current events
and realize the gravity of what just happened. We witnessed the equivalent to
Martial Law being unleashed on law-abiding citizens–not in China, not in Russia,

but in Canada!
Promptly after, Chrystia
Freeland announced the measures would then be permanent. Talk about a major leap
towards a dangerous reset in
this country! These unprecedented steps are chilling.
If two years of draconian,
unconstitutional medical tyrWho is Justin Trudeau working for?
anny has had you wondering
what is going on, what just transpired in up a voice of resistance is good and necesOttawa ought to have you aghast. And sary. The people must speak out. But this
except God intervene, it foreshadows a in itself cannot overthrow the powers
of darkness we are up against. IT WILL
freedomless, oppressive future.
If this went unnoticed by you, I ex- TAKE THE POWER OF GOD. He has repect you will just roll over in your deep stored His church in this end time and
sleep, and continue in your blind com- raised up apostles and prophets to “lift
pliance to draconian mandates while up [their] voice like a trumpet” in this
the government further robs you of your evil day.
In ancient days, God allowed Pharights, freezes your bank accounts, and
raoh to continue in his obstinate rejails you at will…for starters.
sistance that His own power would be
The Oppressed Unite
more greatly displayed. He used PhaThe Freedom Convoy was birthed raoh to make bare His arm in the delivfrom the groans of oppressed citizens. We erance of His oppressed people. God is
stand with them in that cry, the cause be- doing the same today. While He is uning just. At its inception, who could have covering the wicked systems of man for
dreamed of how this move was about to all to see, He is working a divine awakunite the human family in a bond of love ening in honest souls and gathering
and brotherhood in a way this generation them unto Himself.
has never before witnessed; how it would
Let the devil lash out in fury against
move many in this secularized country to God and His church; let him expose
pray together in public and cause others himself for all to see. The darker the
to be personally awakened to their need night, the more brilliant will be the light
of God and salvation. Truly, God is a mas- of victory when Almighty God sends
ter at working good in the very face of evil. down fire from heaven and devours our
The world has felt the impact and enemies (Rev. 20:7-9). Babylon will fall
found renewed courage to resist tyranny. with all of its corrupt systems of man
For all of this good, we give thanks to God. (Revelation 18)!
Yet in all of this, protests cannot
May God haste the day when He
bring the solution against the evil we are makes bare His arm and the nations will
facing in this time.
know that He is God!
A War Against God
This is not about politics. Neither is
it about masks or injections. This is a war
against God; of good against evil; of light
against darkness. Much lurks behind the
surface. Here no protest can avail. Lifting

1] https://www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/canadian-pm-trudeaus-actions-against-truckersexposed-great-reset-plan-for-entire-world/
2] https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/
world-news/wef/schwab-admits-he-controlstrudeau-cabinet-of-canada-now-the-world/
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A Prophetic Look
at Protests
BRO. THOMAS TOVSTIGA

“And I saw another angel fly in the
midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach unto them that
dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and
people.” Revelation 14:6.
There are no answers to this world’s
problems except in the gospel. While we
recognize that God works through times
of unrest, and, by the brooding of His
Spirit causes mass awakenings among the
common people, yet no uprising, protest,
or demonstration of the people is in itself
the answer to society’s ills. Indeed, a secular solution to the world’s predicament is
an utter impossibility. Implement man’s
most ingenious reforms or stage his most
drastic revolts, but leave out the gospel,
and man will assuredly default to his original cry, “O wretched man that I am! who
shall deliver me?”
Every movement or initiative, however sincere, established outside the
foundation of the sure prophetic Word,
will simply become part of the ceaseless
raging of the heathen, and every outcry,
though justified, will be lost in the cacophony of myriads of such voices. Therefore, our solidarity with the resistance of
tyranny is always founded on the people’s
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rejection of oppression, and not on faith
in the efficacy of a certain protest.
We have been sent to the masses
with the sole purpose to call them out.
With Moses of old we will go out to our
brethren in humanity to “look on their
burdens” and with the prophet Ezekiel
we will sit where they sit, yet never at the
cost of deleting the gospel. We go out,
not to join one of the factions of “deliverance,” but as a distinct, prophetic entity,
an unashamed cloud of witnesses, as the
church of the living God with divinely
called apostles and prophets under the
leadership of Apostle D. Ray Tinsman in
our day.
Recognizing that we are firstly citizens of a heavenly land, we come not as
superficial patriots, but as those who, out
of a loving burden and respect for their
country and in the unworldly spirit of
true patriotism, point their fellow citizens to their one hope of succour. We
appear on the scene of human turmoil as
God’s church, the only vehicle to fulfill
the consummate, end-time prophecy. No
demonstration, however warranted, will
ever replace God’s apostolic body as the
mouthpiece of true rejection of oppression. The downtrodden will never be liberated unless they renounce with us the
hidden things of dishonesty, and with us

flow up to Mount Sion. The voices of tyrannized multitudes must blend with our
voice, which is the voice of God’s watchmen singing out the message of Restoration in harmony that only prophetic unison can produce.
Ours is not a war primarily against
mandates, specific legislation, or even a
government, but against a system that can
add, modify, or entirely remove any laws
(or people) and still be the system. Hence,
this present Armageddon cannot be won
by decisions in Parliament, Congress, the
Senate, or the courts, nor can it be fought
with banners, megaphones, blockades,
convoys, marches, or the ballot. Ah, yes,
see the Eighth Beast’s game! Distressed by
oppression, the people move, forcing the
system to move also. A shout of victory
erupts! But alas, the pieces have only been
rearranged. The game is still on.
Be it far from us to belittle the outcry
of any of our oppressed brothers and sisters. If we did so, their very blood would
condemn us, for still now it cries from
the ground and has come before the ears
of God Almighty. As part of one human
family, we appreciate and rally behind
the protesting of unjust mandates, bearing up in our prayers the cause of a weary
and groaning populace. Yet, rarely has
Continued on Page 14

ARMAGEDDON NEWS
REPORTED BY BRO. DANIEL EICHELBERGER

Never has the world been more connected. Never has news been so easily
consumed. Never have the news items
been so bleak or spoken so much of the
beastly nature of man, the prevalence of
evil in this world, and the stranglehold
that sin has on modern societies.
I confess that we are stymied by the
sheer volume of headlines that scream at
me from news feeds and online news consortiums. It is staggering. As a reporter
for the Gospel Trumpet, my job is usually
easy. Select a few newsworthy items to
highlight in this section of the paper. But
in recent years, the pace at which shocking events and statements have occurred
has accelerated. I am at a loss as to which
items to include in my report for this issue. Which ones beg to be published?
They all beggar description!
Should I tell you about the plight
of 34 year-old Malingumu Bruhan from
Uganda, who was held hostage and beaten by his uncles for converting to Christianity from Islam and holding open-air
meetings? I could tell you about how his
relatives went to get some petrol to light
him on fire, and what spared him from
certain martyrdom was the persistence of
his friend who came looking for him and
knew the relatives were lying when they
said he wasn’t there when he espied his
shoe that had slipped off his foot when
they dragged him away for the beating.
But Muslims have always persecuted converts to Christianity. That is old-schooltype news.
But what about the imprisonment

of Pastor Artur Pawlowski in the modern
“liberal” democracy of Canada for doing
what a pastor is supposed to do: preaching to the people? Pastor Pawlowski’s latest offence (he’s been arrested and fined
before for insisting on performing his
duties despite the pandemic) was preaching to truckers participating in the recent
Freedom Convoy to Ottawa. He has been
denied bail and sits in solitary confinement as of this writing. Surely this is a
more noteworthy example of the assault
on truth and righteousness.
And speaking of the Freedom Convoy, surely the brutal crackdown by
Trudeau upon his countrymen bears
highlighting, doesn’t it? I could tell you
about the implementation of martial law
to clear the utter danger of absolutely
peaceful protests, of the trampling of
people by Mounted Police on horses, of
the beating and physical assault on passive truckers by law enforcement officers
in Ottawa, while the world looked on and
politicians in Parliament traded barbs and
sought to blame each other for the disaffection of the populace.
I could write about German Bishop
Georg Bätzing’s recent statements that
homosexual sex “doesn’t affect one’s relationship with God,” and how he is lobbying the Vatican to “partially change
the catechism” to allow for such things
because, evidently, no one follows the
Catholic church’s teachings on sexuality
anymore. Or, on the flipside of this hot
button issue, I could tell you about how
Lutheran Bishop Juhana Pohjola is on

trial for hate speech in Finland for preaching the biblical view on sexuality. Finns,
it would seem, have no room for biblical
society. But how are they really different
from our own?
You would probably like to hear
about Southern Illinois University ordering a student to have no contact with
three of her fellow students simply because they are afraid her views might
make them uncomfortable. But to dig
into that, I wouldn’t have space to bring
you up to speed on Oregon’s Senate vote
to force insurance companies to pay for
abortion claims and contraception. And
I wouldn’t have room to mention Wale’s
new policy that makes mail-order abortion a permanent reality in that country.
And then there is the Swedish company, Epicenter, that is working to make
implantable computer chips a reality for
humans, a perfect way to maintain your
Covid passport portfolio at the scan of
your hand. But time and space in this section is obviously limited. We wouldn’t
then be able to include anything about Iowa’s governor signing a ban on transgender athletes in girls’ sports. Nor could we
report on the New York State Department
of Education’s promotion of the book,
Gender Queer: a Memoir, which, according
to Breitbart News, “features explicit drawings of teens performing oral sex, among
other acts.” There is just not room to go
into more detail, except to say that the
Department has said it was “not aware of
the graphic nature of the contents of the
book, which is not apparent from its title.”
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Isn’t that why one should open the book
and read it before endorsing it? But we
digress. We are running out of precious
room.
So, dear reader, you see our dilemma. We haven’t even touched on the war
in the Ukraine, the collapse of the Russian economy, the dropping of Covid
mandates and restrictions all over the
world, or the predictions by a gay activist that the LGBTQ movement will bring
about the end of the church (and how
the United Methodists and the Church
of the Brethren lend credence to that
prophecy by splitting over the issue in
real time).
We leave it to you then, this time at
least, to inform yourselves. Learn what is
happening in this world. See if it doesn’t
look more like the field of Armageddon
now than it did last issue. And ask yourself this question: If God does not judge
such a world as this, might He owe Sodom and Gomorrah an apology?

A Prophetic Look at Protests
Continued from Page 12
the protesting of governmental decrees
struck any fear into the heart of this beastly system. Over the course of millennia, it
has perfected its moveable ways, and has
well practiced its subtle art of disguise,
becoming expert at re-presenting itself.
Through its vile cunning it quickly and
almost automatically devours and assimilates even the most righteous cause, many
times with no more effort than by simply
joining it.
By contrast, however, the neverreactive nature of prophecy is divinely immune to the kings of the earth’s manipulative and perverting agenda, and therefore
its effect cannot be highjacked, twisted,
or bought. It therefore remains the only
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prophetically legal and lethal weapon to
judge “that Wicked.” 2 Thess. 2:8.
It was the apostles’ preaching that
decimated Demetrius’ pagan economy,
sparking a two-hour riot in Ephesus. The
preaching of Paul caused Felix the governor to tremble in his own judgment hall.
Stephen’s Holy Ghost prophesying was

the sword that cut stiff-necked Pharisees
to the heart, making them gnash on him
with their teeth. Yes, the word of the
apostles’ testimony alone was powerful
enough to locate, lay hold of, bind, and
cast down the great red dragon and his
angels, and remains the only power able
to effect true revolution today. Amen.

What Salvation Does
ADAM CLARKE
“That he would grant unto us, that we being delivered out
of the hand of our enemies might serve him without fear,
In holiness and righteousness before him, all the days of our life.”
Luke 1:74-75
The salvation brought by Jesus Christ consists in the following
things:
1. We are to be delivered out of the hand of our enemies and from
all that hate us, so that sin shall neither have dominion over us,
nor existence in us.
2. We are to worship God, to render Him that service and adoration which the letter and spirit of His religion require.
3. Ye are to live in holiness, a strict inward conformity to the
mind of Christ–and righteousness, a full outward conformity to
the precepts of the gospel.
4. This is to be done before God, under the continual influence
and support of His grace, and with a constant evidence of His
presence and approbation.
5. This state is a state of true happiness–it is without fear. Sin
is all cast out, holiness is brought in; God’s power upholds, and
His approbation cheers and comforts the believing heart. Thus
misery is precluded and happiness established.
6. This blessedness is to continue as long as we exist–all the days
of our life, in all ages, in all situations, and in all circumstances.
What a pity to have lived so long without God in the world,
when so much happiness and glory are to be enjoyed in union
with Him!
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SIS. LINDA RAE SECHRIST
Ordained Minister of the Church of God

Sis. Linda Rae Sechrist passed peacefully from this
world to the next in the early morning hours of Saturday, January 22, 2022, at the age of 55.
Sis. Linda was wonderfully saved from sin in 1992
and took her stand with the church of God in 2004. She
was called by God to preach and was ordained in 2018.
She was very passionate about real womanhood
and showed the world the dignity of being a wife, guiding her home, and loving, nurturing, and educating her
children. Her mother-heart would not permit others to
care for her children. She therefore joyfully forfeited
her business career, the promise of upward mobility,
and what is known as “The American Dream” to pour
all of her love and energy into the rearing of her children.
Our beloved sister will be deeply missed by her
family, friends, and all the saints. Although we grieve
her death, we rejoice in the assurance of knowing that
she has obtained a glorious reward and eternal rest
with her Saviour.
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All tyrannies rule through fraud and
force, but once the fraud is exposed,
they must rely exclusively on force.


—George Orwell
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